contract are found in any branch of civil law. Thus, in the institution of ownership it is implemented in the requirements of the law on enabling the owner to possess, use and dispose of its property freely. In the regulations of law of obligation it is implemented in the right of the parties of contractual relationship to ensure enforcement thereof by other means provided for by the law or the contract. In the institution of legal persons, the principle of freedom of contract guarantees the participants of civil matters a possibility to act as founders of legal entities, ensures freedom of expression in concluding articles of incorporation. All the corporate organizations emerged and function by virtue of the principle of freedom of contract. "A corporation involves a set of bilateral and multilateral agreements with parties such as workers, unions, managers, stockholders, customers, bankers, suppliers, retailers, creditors, etc." [3] .
Belarusian legislator has filled the principle of freedom of contract with the following content: "citizens and legal entities are free to conclude a contract. Compulsion to conclude a contract is not allowed, except when the obligation to conclude a contract is provided for by the law or a freely assumed obligation" (Article 2 of the CC). Such wording of the law should be declared unfit. The principle of freedom of contract cannot be reduced to freedom to enter into contractual relationships only. It works at all stages of contractual relations until termination thereof. Freedom of contract enables the parties of contractual relationship to initiate succession, entering into a claim assignment or debt transfer agreement. The parties' right to limit the debtor's liability (except when the liability for a certain kind of obligation or for a certain breach is provided for by the law) shall be viewed as manifestation of the researched principle, as well as the right to early termination of the contract or repudiation of the contract.
A serious flaw of the content of the principle formulated by the legislator is the reference to admission of compulsion to conclude a contract by virtue of the law. The list of legislation embodied in Article 3 of the CC is quite large. Besides the CC and the laws of Belarusian legislation, its contents include also the orders of the President of the Republic of Belarus, regulations of the Government of the Republic of Belarus, the acts of the Constitutional and Supreme Court, the National Bank of the Republic of Belarus, as well as the Acts of the Ministries, other national bodies of state control and self-control. Thus, any of the listed regulations can contain rules that restrict application of the principle of freedom of contract, which, in our opinion, is not compliant with its fundamental nature as the core principle of the civil legislation. Article 592 of the CC). Should a party, to which conclusion of a contract is mandatory, evade conclusion of the contract, the other party shall have the right to apply to the court with a claim to force conclusion of the contract.
The parties can restrict the freedom to enter a contract on their own initiative, concluding a preliminary contract, and then claim conclusion of the main contract by virtue thereof (Article 399 of the CC). The preliminary contract is an independent agreement which expresses, in the form required by the law, the parties' obligation to enter the main contract under certain conditions in the prescribed time limit. Should a party that has concluded a preliminary contract avoid conclusion of the main contract, there apply provisions set out for mandatory conclusion of contracts (par. 5 of Article 399 of the CC). It should be noted that the consequences of breach of a preliminary contract differ from the consequences of breach of the main one. Since the content of a preliminary contract is the parties' obligation to enter a certain contract in the future to transfer property, perform works or render services, the legislator assumes that the main contract shall be concluded under the terms and conditions provided for by the preliminary contract. Inasmuch as the preliminary contract predetermines the content of the main one, it must contain all the material conditions of the main contract (par. 3 of Article 399 of the CC). Nevertheless, at the time of contract conclusion the parties cannot determine with confidence all the material conditions of the main contract, that is why we regard as more appropriate the requirement brought by the Russian legislator that alongside with the conditions on the subject, the preliminary contract shall contain the conditions of the main contract, which, at the request of one of the parties, shall be agreed on when concluding the preliminary contract (par. 3 of Article 429 of the CC of the Russian Federation)
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An important element of freedom of contract is the freedom to choose its model and possibili ty to concl ude a contract that is m ost consistent wi th the interests and needs of the contracting parties. However, par. 2 of Article 391 of the CC restricts this right allowing the contracting parties to conclude only a contract that contains elements of various contracts provided for by the law (mixed contract). Combinations of "mixed" elements can be different provided that they are not in conflict with one another (for instance, a gift agreement cannot contain a provision on consideration to the gift giver) and have been taken from the contracts that are known to the legislator. These can be contracts that include elements of supply and storage agreements; supply and commission agreements; rent and storage agreements; rent, commission and fee-based services, etc. Exercising this right in civil circulation, the parties construct different variants of mixed contracts that are most compliant with the essence of the legal relationship between the counterparties. We believe that the contract constructs that have the highest demand of persons at civil law and that are most widespread shall obtain normative consolidation with a view to set uniformity in established practice in applying the law. Thus, among the mixed contracts that are well-established in the Belarusian civil circulation there is an agency contract. This contract traditionally includes elements of commission and mandate agreements, but can include elements of other contracts (for example, purchase and sale contract). The convenience of this statutory concept is that within the framework of a single contract the agent can act, simultaneously, in its own name in some transactions, and in the principal's name in the others. The agent's way of participation in relations with third parties, being a differentiation criterion for commission and mandate agreements, has no material significance for agency contract. Such activity is very common in the field of production and trade, where entrepreneurs-agents (dealers) perform, in the interests of their clients (principals), both legal and physical acts.
The commodity credit agreement also deserves legal recognition. A classical commodity credit agreement is a special "hybrid" of a credit contract and a loan agreement with elements of a purchase and sale agreement. Its content includes conditions that are most preferred by both parties based on the nature of their economic activity. That is why this form of contract is used for goods Restriction of freedom to determine conditions of the contract is possible not only in the phase of conclusion of contract, but also during its life span. Thus, par. 2 of Article 392 of the CC "Contract and Law" sets: "If, upon conclusion of a contract and before termination thereof, a piece of legislation has been passed establishing rules that are mandatory for the parties and different from the ones that were in force when concluding the contract, the terms of the contract concluded shall be brought in line with the legislation, unless it is provided for otherwise by the law". Should the parties fail to amend the contract subsequent to enactment of the piece of legislation setting mandatory rules for the parties of the contract that are different from the ones that were in force during conclusion of the contract, the court, at the suit of the interested party, affirms the necessary amendments to the contract by the judgment thereof. By doing so, primacy of legislation over a contract is formalized in the law, which is applicable to both the legislation in force when concluding a contract and legislation enacted after the conclusion thereof. This should be qualified as giving retroactive effect to legislation and a direct breach of the constitutional principle of supremacy of statute law. The law of contract provides a mechanism through which private individuals can, to a certain degree, predict, control, and stabilize the future. Contracts allow people to incur reciprocal responsibilities and commitments, to make promises others can rely on, to remove some uncertainty from life, and to establish reasonable expectations for future actions.
Needless to say that provision of par. 2 of Article 392 of the CC blocks the within-named contract mechanism and destabilizes civil circulation, taking into account the above mentioned extensive list of acts of civil legislation.
